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Virtual Field trip: African Safari

T: Draw a scene from our virtual trip to the African
Safari.

S1: “ I drew the elephant because he was the largest
creature in the and i like elephants.”

S2: “My favourite scene was the Giraffe running around in
the safari.”

T: What do you like about the giraffe?

S2: “I like that it has a long neck and it's the tallest
animal.”



S3: “my favourite scene was when all the animals gathered
at the watering hole.”

T: Why was that your favourite part?

S3: “It was my favourite part because all the animals came
together and they had peace and weren't fighting.”

T: What was your favourite animal at the watering hole?

S3: “The elephant was my favourite because it was
spraying water on all the animals and it was so cute.”

S4: “My favourite animal is the Giraffe that is why i drew it”.

T: Why is the Giraffe your favourite animal?

S4: “The giraffe is my favourite animal because I like how
tall it is and because it can eat from the high trees.

T: Anything else that you  learned about the Giraffes from
the video?

S4: “They eat upto 75 pounds of food a day.”

In this learning experience the children were able to take a trip to the African Safari and then
they drew their favourite scenes from the video. The children enjoyed taking this trip and looking
at all the different animals that are in African safari. They were able to use expression and bring
the virtual trip onto a visual platform recreating what they enjoyed the most from the trip.
We further elevated this project by having class presentations and each child presented their
picture and why they chose it and the other children were able to ask questions.


